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A B S T R A C T

Being thermosensitive, Vaccines need storage at specific temperatures of 2-8 ◦C, and Vaccine Cold chain
Carriers are the most widely utilized instruments to carry out rural vaccination drives in Low-income hot
climate countries. Several developed designs for the carrier have reported superior performance, but their
actual penetration into rural community medicine is limited due to reasons of cost and utility. Thus, the scope
for improvement in the design is significant and it is also pertinent to quantify the effect of design features
on the performance. Taking shared features possessed by such superior designs, the work presents the impact
of geometry, vertically stacked vaccine tray assembly and usage of Phase Change Materials(PCM), on the
final passive cooler assembly. A fabricated New Design with given features is cross-compared and analysed
with a Market(Original) Design of the same scale and storage capacity. Analysis performed takes a scientific
inclination towards Engineering and Insulation aspects of the Vaccine Box. It uses Conjugate Heat Transfer
model(CFD simulations), Geometry analysis, experimentally derived Insulation R-values and Temperature
monitoring to accomplish this. Secondly, the work presents a systematic design approach to improve upon
the conventional design, PCM selection is made using DSC(Differential Scanning Calorimetry) testing, and
Material of Construction(MOC) selection is made using Ashby plots based on the results of the simulations.
Overall the Fabricated New Design gives an improvement of ≈ 16% in R-value and ≈ 17% improvement in the
retention time of the specific temperature range, over the conventional (Original) Design.
1. Introduction

Vaccination and immunization form the backbone of public health
in the modern world even more so now as the world population
approaches an overwhelming figure of 10 billion. Primary vaccination
drives in the global community rely on efficient cold chains for mass
immunization. The current state of the cold chain, especially in the
third world is far from idle or even satisfactory, with frequent reports of
vaccines gone to waste due to improper storage and transportation [1,
2]. A widely attributed reason relates to the perishable potency of the
standard vaccine package that requires precise temperature for storage
which is not maintained especially at the end of the cold chain. With
more than 271 vaccines in the market and a tenfold increase in patent
applications since 1990s [3], World Health Organization (WHO) rec-
ommended standard package could comprise of the adjuvant vaccines
such as Hepatitis B, Bascillus Calmette-Guerin(BCG), DTP(Diptheria,
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Tetanus Toxoids and Tertussis), Tetanus Toxoid (TT) and Haemophilus-
Influenzae Type B (Hib) [4,5]. These varied packages need ideal storage
temperatures in the range of 2 to 8 ◦C, along with −2 to 2 ◦C and 8–
12 ◦C subgroups that form the colder and warmer end of the storage
range, respectively [6–8]. Several studies have shown the need for
an improved cold chain and proposed management strategies for hot
climate countries [4,9–11]. The underlying factors for this problem
are many which dwell within the range of logistics, thermostability
of vaccines, improper training of the staff, economics, ergonomics,
and others. With the recent advancement in thermostable vaccines
to inherently poses thermal resistance to sustain their potency, there
are severe limitations and challenges [12,13]. These wider concerns
make such vaccines a distant possibility especially when it comes to its
application to hot-climate, low-income countries. Although the reasons
for the failure in the cold chain could be varied, one of the most
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Fig. 1. Details of the experimental setup.
commonly identified reason is the limitations of the vaccine carrier box
for rural delivery by the virtues to its design and applicability.

Since 1986, there has been at least a 15 fold increase in vaccine
costs [3] and WHO has seen a 25% increase [14] in yearly dosage
which subsequently promotes reliance on robust cold chains. Thus,
a more efficient vaccine carrier design is cardinal to the system, not
only does it improve vaccine potency lifetime but a consistent and
reliable design offers varied opportunities when it comes to planning
logistics and ergonomics. With such incentives and scope for improve-
ment, several approaches like [7,15,16] utilized an approach relying
on using commercial Phase Change Material(PCM) and conventional
insulation assemblies to come up with an off-grid passive cooling setup.
Besides, various composite PCM materials for cold storage systems
have also been tested [17]. Another upgraded design utilizes thermo-
electric plates(Peltier effect) aided cooling that yields a semi-passive
cooling assembly [18–20]. Other designs for portable refrigeration
systems rely on solar-powered vapour-compression & absorption cy-
cles [21,22]. However, their limitations are its inconveniently larger
sizes for the last stages of the cold chain. Various strides in inte-
grating portable thermoelectric coolers to such carriers have resulted
in proprietary technology such as [23,24]. This is evidence that a
thermo-responsive Peltier cooling system that dynamically stabilizes
the temperature could be an appropriate approach to maintain cold
chains in hot-climate low-income countries. Efforts to progress in this
direction have been provided with products like Nano-Q by Savsu
Technologies [25], Colli-Pee/ COOL-VAX [26], PVSD [27] that have
been extensively tested to give a 2–3 fold enhancement in the vaccine
safe keeping time compared to conventional market designs. Common
features shared by these superior designs is its cylindrical outer body
casing and mostly a vertically aligned tray stacking system which
might be coupled with a semi-passive cooling system. Despite this,
clear gaps in the literature to define the role of factors such as the
external geometry, internal vaccine stacking system and Material of
construction(MOC) on the overall insulation capacity of the vaccine
carrier still persist. Further, the choice of PCM determines the thermal
inertia; however, their role in combination with the before mentioned
aspects is largely unexplored. Discussions on the overall improvement
in ergonomics and optimization practices using heat transfer modelling
and experimental verification are given by [28–31].

This work provides a comprehensive study performed purely from
a Physics & Engineering aspect. Further, it provides a comparison be-
tween a typically employed conventional design(referred to as ‘Original
Design’, Fig. 1(a)) with a fabricated prototype of a cylindrical ’New
2

Table 1
Mass, Momentum and Energy equations used for the simulation in Section 2.1.1.

Equation type Variable Diffusion coefficient Source term

Mass 1 0 0
X-Momentum 𝑢 𝜇 −∇𝑥𝑃 + 𝑆𝑏
Energy T 

𝐶𝑝
𝑆𝑒 = 𝛽T 𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+𝑄′′′ + 𝜇𝜙

Design’(Referred as such) of similar capacity. This work builds from
the earlier work(briefly covered in Section 3.1[32]) where the ’Original
Design’(used for immunization programs at SRM Hospital, India) was
studied and evaluated in detail. It is important to note that although
there are various designs very close to the one fabricated for this study,
the investigators aim to narrow down the impact of critical design
features on insulation capability of the vaccine box.

2. Materials & methods

The work on improving the cold insulation properties is performed
to increase the vaccine potency retention time, which directly cor-
relates to reducing heat transfer gradients within the vaccine carrier
and minimize heat penetration. Initially, steady-state heat transfer
modelling leading to transient analysis(Section 2.1) is done to study
heat penetration into the original design, followed by experimental data
obtained from temperature monitoring and R-value test(Section 2.4).
With the results obtained, a similar approach to design and model
a PCM encapsulated tray-based new design along Section 2.2) and
Tray MOC(Material of Construction)(Section 2.3) selection is made.
Finally, the R-value test is performed to evaluate(Section 2.4) and
cross-compare the results from the original design.

2.1. Heat transfer modelling

2.1.1. Geometry analysis
Passive cooling systems focus on minimizing heat transfer from its

surroundings to the cooled area inside; it follows naturally that such a
packaging system should expose the least surface area for the volume
occupied. The sphere should be an ideal shape for such a container
package, but due to the impracticality of managing such a design, a
cylindrical design is proposed that is easier to manage and carry [7].
To investigate the heat transfer trends around such a cylindrical design
against a cube(original design’s geometry), ANSYS Fluent is used for
an analysis based on the governing equations described in Table 1. The
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3-D geometry is treated as an impenetrable hollow solid with an outer
thickness of the material taken to be HDPE(High-Density Polyethylene)
while the inner space for both systems is treated to be air at 0 ◦C.
The incoming fluid is set to be air(with its default properties) with the
flow velocity of 5 m/s at 50 ◦C along the x-axis. The prime purpose
of this simulation is to compare and establish an overall geometry for
the new design(cylindrical) when compared to the existing original
design(cubical).

2.1.2. Conjugate heat transfer modelling
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Tool FLUENT, which is part of

the ANSYS workbench package, is used to perform steady-state leading
towards transient conjugate heat transfer analysis on the interior of the
assembly with a focus on convective and conductive modes of heat
transfer. This analysis excludes radiation mode of heat transfer since
the aim is to simulate the interior environment of the completely closed
vaccine box which has no exposure to sunlight. This passive cooling
interior environment is directed by the continuity equation (1), the
momentum equation (2), and the energy equation (3) with a source
term(G) based on sensible and latent heats of the PCMs. These are given
as:

𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡

+
3
∑

𝑖=1

𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑖)
𝜕𝑥𝑖

= 0 (1)

𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑖)
𝜕𝑡

+
3
∑

𝑗=1

𝜕
𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝜌𝑢𝑗𝑢𝑖) = − 𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑥𝑖

+
3
∑

𝑗=1

𝜕(𝜏𝑖𝑗 )
𝜕𝑥𝑗

+ 𝜌𝑓𝑖 (2)

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑡

+ 𝜐∇𝑇
𝜌𝐶𝑝

= 𝑘
𝜌𝐶𝑝

+ 𝐺 (3)

ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, 𝐺 = 𝑚𝐶𝑝𝛥𝑇 + 𝑚𝜆 (4)

o save on the computational time, the basic assumptions made are
teady-laminar airflow, isotropic and homogeneous material properties
n the system. Besides, radiation and gravitational forces are neglected,
lso the mesh geometry was simplified. However, it is a common
bservation from reality that the utility of the box is to take out
accines at the rural immunization drive or post. This would require
he box lid to be opened to retrieve vials on a reasonably regular basis
isrupting the internal environment. Hence to simulate and take this
hysical practicality into account, a User Defined Function (UDF) code
s a boundary condition is plugged in(See 3.4.1 & Appendix G).

.2. Selection of a suitable PCM

PCM selection is crucial to maintaining a favourable temperature
ver prolonged periods for a passive cooling assembly. Their incorpo-
ation in the system increases thermal inertia, and it is only impera-
ive that the most appropriate PCM should have the maximum pos-
ible latent heat energy within the temperature range required(0 ◦C–
◦C). Based on this and [15,33], four potential candidates are selected
amely Gelfrost, Medicool, 1-Decanol and Tetradecanol(procured from
alyani Pvt.Ltd., Medicool′ , Merck′ , respectively) for Differential Scan-
ing Calorimetry(DSC) testing. TA Instruments D100 DSC is utilized
o study energy absorbed (endotherm) as a function of temperature
o characterize the melting-freezing process cyclically. Each sample
rucible is subjected to cyclic heating/cooling rates of ±180,±250 and
276 J/s for 3 h to vary the temperature from −2 ◦C to 12 ◦C and
ice-versa.

.3. Selection of MOC for the vaccine tray

First constraints on the MOC selection is that it must have reason-
ble tensile and impact strength as the application demands the tray
o withstand rough use and impact from the inner walls of the vaccine
ox. The hollow tray is a replacement for conventional coolant packs
3

rom the original design and should contain a PCM to maintain the
able 2
tage 1,2, 3 Constraints applied along critical properties.
Property Minimum Maximum

Tensile strength (MPa) 20 –
Fracture toughness (MPa a.m 0.5) 1 –
Melting point (◦C) 80
Thermal conductivity (W/m ◦C) 0.1 0.7
Water absorption @ 24 hrs (%) – 0.05
Price ($/kg) – 3

Table 3
Stage 4 Constraints applied along critical properties.

Environmental impact Minimum Maximum

Embodied energy recycling (MJ/kg) – 75
CO2 Footprint in current supply (kg/kg) – 1.7

vaccine temperature in the range of 0 ◦C-8 ◦C. The tray should provide
passive cooling by removing heat from the vaccines and at the same
time resist heat flow from the environment, implying a suitable thermal
conductivity for the MOC. It should also be reasonably crystalline with
a moderately high glass transition temperature(𝑇𝑔) as it could be ex-
posed to temperatures from −10 ◦C to 45 ◦C. Additionally, the material
used should be lightweight, implying minimum density and water-
resistant as condensate can form inside the vaccine case. The product
should be reusable for over several cycles making its environmental
impact and cost secondary constraints. Ashby plots are constructed by
applying constraints to important properties using the software CES
EDUpack 2018. The first stage is to compare tensile strength per density
and thermal conductivity, stage two & three is to apply constraints for
important properties (Table 2). Stage four is to apply constraints for
environmental impact(Table 3).

2.4. Experimental evaluation

R-value test has proven to be a reliable metric or quantification
standard used in the cold chain industry [2,30,34] to access the insu-
lation capacity or the Heat resistance value of packaging equipment. A
setup to monitor temperatures at various locations inside a closed box
is devised to evaluate the overall performance of the vaccine carrier
box and perform the R-value test within this setup. Briefly, R-value
test quantifies the resistance value to heat flow of any packaging or
insulation equipment, the principle applied is that 454 grams (1 lb.) of
water at 32 ◦C absorbs 151.9 kJ(363 Kcal) of heat to melt [34,35].

The test setup consists of the vaccine cooler(Original or New Design)
with 6 thermocouple (DS18B20) probes inside. Within the vaccine stor-
age space, a non-metallic(plastic) box with 100 g(≈ 100 ml) ice and two
water level sensor(at 3 cm and 6 cm heights) probes is placed. Addi-
tionally, the inside lining of the non-metallic container has aluminium
foil sheets and a 7𝑡ℎ temperature sensor inserted. All the readings from
9 sensors (7 temperature, 2 water level) are stored. The activation
of the second water level sensor(at 6 cm) marks the end of the R-
value experiment as it signifies that all bulk ice has melted to water.
The microcontroller used here is Atmega 2560(Arduino Mega)coded
to sense the temperature and water level readings against time. Data
display and logging is done on a LCD screen and stored in a 16 GB
memory stick(Fig. 1(b)). The closed setup is allowed to rest at room
temperature of 24 ◦C. The timer in the system noted temperature
readings within the box from the placed sensors at 30-second intervals.
Following established equations that have been devised to calculate the
R-value are utilized to process the data obtained [34].

System R-value =
(Box Area)(Temperature Difference)

(Melt Rate)(Latent Heat) (5)

R-value obtained for different packages is fitted to an empirical formula
which takes into account the contribution of conduction, convection
and radiation.

𝑅 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 0.27𝑡ℎ + 0.26𝑛𝑝 + 𝑜.56𝑛𝑓 (±20%) (6)
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Table 4
Constraints applied along critical properties on the Original Design.

Parameter Boundary
conditions

Outside ambient temperature T = 43 ◦C

Inside vaccine space
temperature

T = 6 ◦C

Coolant body temperature T = 0 ◦C

Convective heat transfer of air
coefficient(Outside)

h = 11 W/(m2 K)
at T = 43 ◦C

Convective heat transfer of air
coefficient(inside)

h = 1 W/(m2 K)
at T = 6 ◦C

Latent heat of PCM(Water) 𝜆 = 323 kJ/(kg)

where th, np, nf represent the average wall thickness(in cm), number of
lain surfaces and the number of aluminium foil surfaces, respectively.
q. (6) helps analyse the contributions of conduction, convection and
adiation into total penetration of heat.

ce Required =
(Box Total Surface Area)(Temperature Difference)

(R-value)(Latent heat) (7)

ce requirement calculations can be done once the R-value is decided
or the package using Eq. (7).

. Results

.1. Evaluation of the original design

The conventional designs used are mostly thick insulated boxes
ith wastercoolant packs inside(Fig. 1(a)). A Polyurethane foam (35

o 60 mm thickness) lined with an internal polystyrene coating pro-
ides the core insulation. The main body is externally coated with
n HDPE lining. The specimen box used for the analysis is a 1.6-
itre capacity Vaccine box carrier by Apex international (specifications
rovided in Appendix C). Details of the results for this section have
een summarized from [32].

To perform thermal simulations on the original design as per Sec-
ion 2.1.2, the CAD model is created using CATIA(V5,Dassault Systems)
s shown in Fig. 1(a) and further simulated upon. The most critical
oundary conditions applied are given in Table 4, these are chosen on
he assumptions that a vaccine casing could be exposed to peak sum-
er temperatures of 43 ◦C, correspondingly the inside passive water

oolants are precooled to be at 0 ◦C possessing unique latent melting
apacity. Due to the virtues of design, the majority of heat transfer
nside the casing is expected to be attributed to convection due to
hich inside air temperature is initially at 6 ◦C and the convective heat

ransfer coefficients at the temperatures involved become significantly
mportant. The corresponding contour for the interior region of the
arrier is presented in Fig. 2(b), it clearly shows significant excessive
eat penetration from the bottom of the vaccine carrier as taken at a
ime interval of 22 h(additional details are provided in Appendix D).

The experimental procedure described in 2.4 section is used to draw
erification of trends from the simulation. Each thermocouple(𝑇1 −
7) attached has been named accordingly in the schematic diagram
Fig. 2(a) of the setup and the corresponding Temperature (◦ C) vs Time
h) plot at each point has been highlighted in Fig. 2(a). The important
onclusion drawn from this is that within 26 h the temperatures for
ll the sensors placed within the box surpasses the temperatures for
afekeeping of vaccines (2–8 ◦C). Most notably readings for the base
ensor (𝑇5), large temperature fluctuations over time are consistently
bserved. This fluctuation points towards temperature gradients de-
eloped within the box leading to thermal shocks which limits the
uration of vaccine safe keeping time (≈ 26 h for 24 ◦C ambient
emperature). This significant and rapid heat transfer from the base is in
ine with simulation profile from the Fig. 2(b). Previous work confirms
4

he same [15,36], and this stems from continuous heat conduction
hrough contact with the ground leading to thermal gradients generated
ithin the system.From Eq. (5) & (6), R-Value of 4.724 is calculated
ith individual contribution to heat transfer being 51.43% conduction,
7.51% Convection and 23.7% radiation. From (7), the minimum ice
equirement of 300 g is calculated for a system operating for 72 hrs. at
3 ◦C.

.2. Results of geometry analysis

Considering Section 2.1.1, geometrical analysis of shape concerning
ts potential for cold insulation is conducted. The original cubical
esign is compared with the proposed cylindrical new design. Fig. 3
epresents the heat distribution from incoming air at 50 ◦C over a

cubical 3(a) and cylindrical 3(b) geometry across the cross section.
Figs. 4(a) & 4(b) show graphical representations of the simulated

temperature profiles across the length of the lines 1, 2, 3 & 4 (in
Figs. 3(a) & 3(b)). These lines are the 2-D representations of the planes
cut across the two bodies, namely cuboid and cylindrical. As can be
observed, there is a steep and substantial decrease in the temperature
at the bulk of the cylindrical body; this decrease is consistently lower
across all lines when compared to the cuboidal geometry. Cylinder
bulk temperature goes all the way from 50 ◦C to minimum 11.2 ◦C
4(b) whereas the minimum bulk temperature for cuboidal geometry is
14.5 ◦C 4(a). Increase of internal temperatures is due to the advection
of the incoming air at 50 ◦C and its interaction with the surface of the
geometries. As can be observed from Fig. 4, the cuboid geometry con-
sistently offers higher heat penetration than the cylindrical bulk body
across all lines which is a direct consequence of cylinder’s lower Surface
Area to Volume ratio(lowest after a Sphere) than a Cuboid [7,24,26].
These results formed the primary motivation to pursue a cylindrical
design for the vaccine carrier(See Appendix E for velocity contours).

3.3. PCM selection

Four distinct PCMs in line with the selection criteria as per Sec-
tion 2.2 are selected. The DSC curves for the four PCMS are shown in
Fig. 5(a). The differential areas between the curves and the baseline
are calculated from ORIGIN software. As can be seen from Fig. 5,
all 4 potential candidates seem to show some form of area under the
curve in the range of 0◦ to 8 ◦C which is indicative of melting in this
range. From 5(a), the curve for Medicool is an indicator of meagre
latent heat of vaporization offered making it an apparent elimination.
Further, looking at curves for Gelfrost and Tetradecane, both offer
significant area under the curve from the baseline. However, since
Gelfrost offers melting at the lower end of the range, i.e. between
−2 to 5 ◦C while Tetradecane offers a very sharp and rapid melting
across a very narrow temperature range of 5 to 7 ◦C, this makes the
two candidates unsuitable for this application. As can be seen for 1-
Decanol, a significant area under the curve signifies a more spread out
melting over a range of 0 to 6 ◦C making it a suitable candidate for the
choice of PCM.

Fig. 5(b) shows the calculated area of 3.40487 and further latent
enthalpy for melting is calculated to be 276 kJ/kg. This is consistent
with results from studies by [37,38] on 1-Decanol along with other
PCMs (Methanol, 1-Pentanol, Paraffin and Tetradecanol) that reported
similar results.

3.4. Conjugate heat transfer analysis for the new design

Based on the conclusions from Sections 3.1, 3.2 & 3.3, cylindrical
tray design with compartments for water and 1-Decanol is developed.
This cylindrical vaccine tray has an outer diameter of 6 cm, and inner
diameter as 3 cm, water is filled in the outer compartment while 1-

Decanol fills inside the inner compartment. The combination of these
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Fig. 2. Results from heat transfer simulation.

Fig. 3. Heat transfer analysis across design geometries.

Fig. 4. Graphical heat transfer plots over 4 cross sectional planes over the geometries.
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Fig. 5. DSC curves for analysis.
Fig. 6. Tray design assembly.
two PCMs has the potential to offer greater resistance to heat over a
wider range in the critical temperature limits of the vaccines 2–8 ◦C.

With the proposed new design and simulation philosophy as high-
lighted in Section 2.1.2, a conjugate heat transfer analysis is performed
using Eqs. (1),(2) & (3) along the boundary conditions as given in Ta-
ble 5. The significant difference from boundary conditions applied on
the original design(Table 4) is that an ambient temperature of 26◦ C
is applied. This temperature is chosen as it is a reasonable average
ambient temperature that the vaccine carrier could be exposed to, but
more consequentially it is a temperature that is closer to the one that
can be consistently maintained during the experimental evaluation of
the new design. This would aid the direct comparison of the results
from the simulation with the experimental results. Most of the material
of construction is chosen to be the same as the original design; thus,
the same material properties are applied(See Appendix O). However,
since the proposed vaccine tray is a novel feature in the new design, the
simulation is used to narrow down some key properties for MOC of the
tray via successive trials in the boundary conditions, particularly the
Thermal Conductivity(K). The final thermal conductivity of 0.3 Wm/K
as presented in Table 5 is arrived at post several modifications, reruns
and adjustments until the results serve purpose of the design process.

3.4.1. Application of UDF
In order to capture the thermo-physical features of the PCM based

vaccine assembly, a set of adjustment to the ambient temperature
6

Table 5
Constraints applied along critical properties on the new design.

Parameter Boundary Conditions

Outside ambient temperature T = 26 ◦C,
This is applied along the
UDF {see Appendix G}

Inside vaccine space
temperature

T = 6 ◦C

Tray temperature T = 0 ◦C

Convective heat transfer of air
coefficient(Outside)

h = 4 W/(m2 K) @ T = 26 ◦C

Convective heat transfer of air
coefficient(inside)

h = 1 W/(m2 K) @ T = 6 ◦C

Latent heat of PCM(Water) 𝜆1 = 323 kJ/(kg)

Latent heat of PCM(1-Decanol) 𝜆2 = 270 kJ/(kg)

Thermal conductivity of trays K = 0.3 W m/K

boundary conditions at the lid is applied. For this, a UDF(User Defined
Function) written in C language is implemented to define variable heat
flux across the height of the assembly. The focus is to periodically ‘plug’
the outside ambient temperature from the top over a 14-second cycle as
shown in Fig. 7. This is done with the intent to replicate realistic usage
as explained in Section 2.2 and the effect of opening the top lip of the
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Fig. 7. Cross-sectional contours presenting transient state simulations for Thermal Exposure of Tray due to the UDF applied over a 14 s cycle
assembly to take out a vaccine vial [30]. As depicted in Fig. 7, the lid is
closed at t = 0 s and the opening is initiated until till it is closed again
at t = 14 s, interim which the contours(at t = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 s) present
the immediate thermal distribution when exposed directly to ambient
temperatures.

3.4.2. Results for the tray assembly
The results obtained in Fig. 8 show the contours obtained for a

45 h transient analysis with UDF boundary condition applied (Fig. 7)
at every theoretical hour of the simulated timescale. Results shown
in Fig. 8 are indicative that such a system can minimize temperature
gradients along the height of the assembly which otherwise develop
through convection of air within the storage space. Such a tray system
has PCMs with simultaneous melting within the range of 0–6 ◦C that
show reduced differential temperatures by creating thermal subsystem
at various level within them.

The simulation results suggest that a suitable internally cooled
environment can be sustained for 45 h which is much higher than
for original design. However, this is expected to be an overestimation
since simplified geometry 6(b) & various assumptions are made as
per Section 2.1.2. Although the potential for such a design shows
evident promise in its application, it offers enhanced utility by limiting
the thermal exposure to the top tray in use when the lid is opened
protecting the trays kept underneath. Also, sufficient protection for
the base provided by such a system is critical since the results on
the original design (Section 3.1) show that significant heat penetration
from the base [7,15,32].

3.5. Results regarding MOC selection for the tray

As per the selection criteria mentioned in Section 2.3 and the results
from Section 3.4.2 show that in order to effectively insulate the vials
from the atmospheric temperatures and also allow heat flow from
the vials, the thermal conductivity is kept as 0.3 W/mk. Thus, the
applied constraints as shown in Table 2 are kept within the range of
0.1–0.7 W/mK.

From this process, four possible materials(from Figs. 9(a) & 9(b))
for the vaccine tray are chosen based on the constraints. The materi-
als are Polyethylene-Low Density(PE-LD), Polyethylene Terephthalate
(PET with 45% glass fibre), Polybutylene (PB), Polypropylene (PP)
and PP (with 50% long glass fibre). Based on this data, a selection
7

matrix(details given in Appendix F) is created to rate the candidates
and select the most suitable one. From this analysis, PP is chosen as the
final MOC of the tray and used to prepare a 3-D printed prototype as
depicted in Figs. 10(a) & 10(b). The polymer filament is purchased from
Ultimaker and 0.4 mm nozzle size on Creatbot DX fused deposition
Printer is utilized.

3.6. Experimental evaluation

The new design incorporates three PCM encapsulated trays lined in
a vertical assembly inside an overall cylindrical design. Similar material
features as the original design are incorporated in this design; the
core insulation is provided by a cylindrical 45 mm thick lining of
Polyurethane. The outer lining has HDPE coating while the inner lining
has a Polystyrene lining. Each tray, designed to be a replacement for the
conventional coolant packs in the original design, is loaded with 150 g
of 1 Decanol and 200 g of water. The tray holds about 350 g of PCM
within and three such trays weigh about 1250 g cumulatively. Besides
this, another 50 mm thick polyurethane layer forms the insulation at
the bottom.

As per the assembly details presented in Fig. 11(a), hing joint clips
are added to hold three trays stacked vertically. Similarly, Fig. 11(b)
provides detailed design drafts of the overall vaccine carrier outer cas-
ing along which a cylindrical design of 20 cm height with 10 cm radius
is fabricated, a 45 mm polyurethane layer defines the insulated core.
The fabricated new design is tested with the setup to monitor inside
temperature and evaluate R-value as described in Section 2.4 with
one distinction that 6 temperature sensors are used instead of 7(Like
in the case for original design). The schematic diagram(Fig. 12(a)) of
the setup describes the relative positioning of the temperature sensors
and non-metallic box for the melt test with two level indicators & two
Aluminium foils. The overall assembly to test the new design is given
in Fig. 12(b).

The corresponding results obtained for the experimental setup
(Fig. 12(b)) is depicted in Figs. 13 & 14. The Figs. 13(a), 13(b) portray
the temperature profile for 𝑇1∕𝑇2 and 𝑇3∕𝑇4 wall sensors which lie
near the lower and upper ends from the bottom of the new design,
respectively. The profiles, in general, show a semi-consistent trend to
the simulation curve developed from the earlier Section 3.4. There are
two significant horizontally parallel or ‘flat’ regions that account for
phase change behaviour of water and 1-Decanol near about 0 ◦C &
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Fig. 8. Depiction of the 45 h transient analysis of the Tray system with the applied 14 s cyclic UDF boundary condition.
Fig. 9. Ashby plots for material selection.
6 ◦C, respectively. The physics of these flat zones near 6 ◦C is confirmed
with a similar distribution of experimental data points in 13(a) & 13(b).
However, the simulated flat curvature near 0◦C is not entirely reflected
in the corresponding thermal data points. The reason for this could
be an apparently higher rate of temperature increase in water, which
is ‘conditioned’ just like for a conventional design as mentioned in
Section 1 and [39]. Besides, significant consistent overshoot in the
experimental temperature at a given time from the simulated data is
an obvious outcome owed to the assumptions and modifications made
for the simulation.

Fig. 14(a) showcases the profile for 𝑇5 sensor placed at the top of the
non-metallic box such that it is in very close proximity to the bottom
tray and melting ice cube inside the non-metallic box. Consequently,
more prominent flat zones are observed near 0 ◦C & 5 ◦C for the
8

simulation, which are not equally matched by the experimental values.
The experimental profile of the bottom-most sensor has significant flat
zones in 0 ◦C but not a significant one at 5 ◦C as the non-metallic box
placed has 100 g of ice but no 1-Decanol. The experimental readings
from 𝑇5 sensor show much higher temperature readings which surpass
the upper threshold 1(8 ◦C) at the 27 h mark. A moving average for all
the six sensors is applied and the average time to surpass the upper
threshold 1(8 ◦C) mark for the system is calculated to be 30.2 hrs.
The simulation profiles on an average show about 21% deviation from
experimental values, with the higher end of deviation, found for 𝑇5
and 𝑇6 sensor. This consistent deviation observed can be attributed to
the limitation in fully simulating the multi-modal transmission of heat
in the actual system, specifically the effect of radiation heat transfer
from opening the assembly which is assumed to be zero for this model.
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Fig. 10. Proposed vaccine tray for the new design.
Fig. 11. Details for the new design.
Also the significant effect of conductive heat transfer from the bottom
as identified from analysis of original design in Section 3.1) and its
effect along with radiation is largely under-computed in the simulation.
Also larger inconsistencies is also due to the fact that the simulated
model is set at 26 ◦C ambient temperature while a consistent ambient
temperature of only 24 ◦C could be practically maintained throughout
the duration of experiment. Although this is the key reason for this
divergence, the conjugate heat transfer modelling is still not accounting
a significant radioactive component of heat transfer physics involved
here. However, in the broader context of this exercise the generic trends
of phase change could still be compared to arrive at significant insight
into understanding the phenomenon. These factors are indicative of
broad scope in improving the simulation model to represent the physics
of the assembly in detail.

Besides the 30.2 h average vaccine potency time, another significant
outcome recorded from the experiment is the melt time of 15.2 h
for 100 g. Using Eqs. (5)&(6) from Section 2.4, the following are
obtained,

Melt Rate = Mass of ice cube =
0.1 kg

= 0.00658 kg/hr (8)
9

Melting time 15.2 hr.
Using Eq. (5) and plugging in values for the inside area of the design
as 0.135 m2, the temperature difference between ambient and inside
temperature as 24 ◦C, latent heat of vaporization as 323 kJ/kg and
melting rate from (8),

System R-Value =
(0.135 m2)(24 ◦C − 0 ◦C)

(0.00658 kg/hr)(323 kJ/kg) = 5.489 (m2.◦C)∕W (9)

Using Eq. (6) and plugging in values from the average wall thick-
ness of 10 cm, 6 being the number of individual interior walls that
forms the cylindrical inside lining and 2 aluminium foils added to the
non-metallic box.

5.489 ≅ 0.27(10) + 0.26(6) + 0.56(2) (10)

5.489 ≅ 2.7
⏟⏟⏟

𝐶

+ 1.56
⏟⏟⏟

𝑐

+ 1.12
⏟⏟⏟

𝑅

(≈ −2%𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟) (11)

= 49.19 %(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) + 28.42 %(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) + 20.40 %(𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) (12)

The above section provides the final outcome of this exercise in which
an R-value of 5.489 m2 ◦C∕W for the new design is obtained, alongside
which the total penetration of heat into the new design assembly is
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Fig. 12. Temperature profiles for sensors as compared with the simulation profile at the corresponding plane.
Fig. 13. Experimental and simulation profile of 4 wall temperature sensors.
attributed to 49.19% conduction, 28.42% convection, 20.40% radiation
as per the obtained value.

4. Discussion

A systematic approach for improving the original or conventional
vaccine carrier box by introducing similar design features of prod-
ucts such as [23–26] has been devised and tested to showcase its
quantitative impact on insulation performance. The design approach
begins with understanding the engineering and underlying heat transfer
physics for the original design; its insulation capacity is examined
by R-value test, monitoring temperature profiles within the box and
conjugate heat transfer modelling. Actual results drawn from this is
that the continuous and prolonged contact of the base with the ground
leads to the dominant role of conductive heat transfer from the bottom
followed by the development of thermal gradients along the vertical
axis or height of the assembly. For the new design, a series of steps
10
taken are geometry modelling, heat transfer simulation, MOC & PCM
characterization, fabrication. This is followed by testing corresponding
temperature profiles within & evaluating the R-value for the new
design. The essential core for the new design is its cylindrical design
inside which a stacked vaccine tray assembly is devised to wear off the
emergence of thermal gradients along the height of the carrier.

One of the major factors considered when designing and fabricating
the new design is to replicate original design’s volume and size scales
along with the identical MOCs for the outer casing. This is done
to maintain a consistent comparison of performance across similar
scales for the vaccine carrier box. The results from Table 6 present a
comparison across several parameters relevant to this study.

The most prominent result from Table 6 is the 17.05% improvement
in average vaccine safekeeping time in the 2–8 ◦C range for the new
design. Another significant increase of about 2 h in the ice cube melt
time is consequently reflected in the final R-value obtained. Its 16.19%
increment is a reflection of the improved insulation capability offered
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Fig. 14. Experimental and simulation profile of the 2 bottom temperature sensors.
Table 6
Comparison of the original and new design.

Parameter Original design New design

Shape Cubical Cylindrical
Principle passive cooler 4 Coolant packs 3 Vaccine trays
Inside area 0.14 m2 0.135 m2

Average vaccine safe keeping time 25.8 h 30.2 hr(17.05% ↑)
100 g ice-cube melting time 13.02 h 15.2 h
Principle PCM employed Water Water & 1-Decanol
𝑅-value (m2 ◦C/W) 4.724 5.489(16.19% ↑)
Conduction contribution 51.43% 49.19%
Convection contribution 27.51% 28.42%
Radiation contribution 23.7% 20.40%

by the features of the new design. Such features are essentially its
cylindrical design, vaccine tray stacked assembly and the two PCMs em-
ployed within each tray. The two PCMs namely Water and 1-Decanol,
as theorized offer sacrificial melting in the temperature ranges of 0–
4 ◦C and 4–6 ◦C, respectively. It leads to an increase in melting time
and R-value; however, a potential shortcoming of this analysis is its
inability to isolate the effects of the two described features of the
new design. Thus, the effect of individual features on the insulation
capability of the new design is ambiguous and cannot be quantified
within the scope of the experimental work presented here. However, it
is quite evident that the cumulative effect of these features provides the
basis for a potentially superior design. Another outcome from Table 6
are the largely unchanged contributions of each mode of heat transfer
which is a reflection of the similar scales of the two tested designs and
principle of operation relying on identical MOCs. The slight variations
in the percentage numbers for conduction, convection, radiation can
be attributed to the ±20%𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 range in the empirical formula used
(Eq. (6)), this is also the reason for their summation not leading to
a perfect 100%. Besides, the effect of this is not entirely captured by
the conjugate heat transfer model, as discussed in Section 2.4. Another
observation from Table 6 is that the original design packs 4 coolants
whereas the new design only 3, which limits its vaccine and PCM
carrying capacity. However, the removal of the non-metallic box at the
bottom, which was a requirement for this experiment, could improve
upon the number of vaccine/PCM Tray that could be carried by this
design for regular usage.

Another vital advantage provided by the new design is that due
to the placement and distribution of PCM encapsulated trays stacked
11
Fig. 15. Comparison of ground sensors for the 2 designs.

in the form of vertical assembly, development of differential thermal
gradients along the height of the vaccine carrier are widely suppressed
when compared to the original design. One of the major factors con-
sidered when designing and fabricating the new design is to replicate
the original design’s volume and size scales along with the identical
MOCs for the outer casing to maintain a consistent comparison of
performance across similar scales for the vaccine carrier box. The wide
temperature fluctuations is observed across all temperature sensors in
Fig. 2(a) for the original design. Such fluctuations are significantly
reduced consistently for each positional sensor as seen from Figs. 13
& 14 when compared to there counterparts in the original design
(Fig. 2(a)). Fig. 15 summarizes this observation, the base sensor for the
original design showed the most fluctuations due to conductive heat
transfer from the bottom of the vaccine carrier which is evident from
the varied range of temperatures reported within a short interval of
time. When a refined moving average is applied over the readings from
Fig. 15, a ∼ 22% increased time to cross the upper threshold 1(8 ◦C)
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for the new design(∼ 26 h) is noted when compared to the original
esign(∼ 20.3 h). Another important observation is that the temperature
alues obtained are across a narrower range for the new design when
ompared to the original design. This reiterates that the new design
uppresses the temperature fluctuations and limits the development of
hermal gradients.

. Conclusion

The work adapts quantification approaches to mark out the effect on
nsulation performance of the Original (conventional) vaccine carrier
ox by modifications to make a cylindrically aligned New Design which
fficiently utilizes the central vaccine storage space via a vertically
tacked tray assembly. A 17% improved performance in terms of vac-
ine safekeeping time is obtained with 16.19% improvement in the
easured R-value for the new design. This overall increase in the

nsulation performance of the new design is indicative of the superior
erformance(as high as 72 h) reported by some of the commercial
esigns [23–26] which share similar design features but also possess
dvanced integrated active cooling systems. Although the entry of these
emi-passive/passive cooling products has been restrictive to lower&
iddle-income hot climate countries, more designs are being developed

nd put to clinical Trial stage. The study here presents a comprehensive
ngineering approach as a useful backdrop to further develop a more
ppropriate vaccine cold chain carrier for rural delivery.
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